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AUTUMN.
Every tree's a rosebush
In the Autumn time
And the Autumn skies are
Clear and crystalline
:

Roses on the maple
Crimson, rich and red ;
Roses where the sumach
Lightly lifts her head.

Poppies red as rubies,
On each greenwood tree ;
Yellow daffodillies,
Saffron as can be.

O, the world's a garden,
In the Autumn time ;
Every tree a rosebush,
Sweet as jessamine.
May can boast her lilacs,
June, her roses sweet,
Summer, her peonies,
Blooming at your feet.
But divine October,
Month of red and gold,
Hath the brighest blossoms
That the days unfold.
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Scarlet, red and russet,

Brown and amethyst,
Violet bloom of asters,
Scarfs of golden mist.
Sprays of pink and purple,
Scent of sassafras,
Dust of gold and diamond,
Glinting in the grass.

Jewelled bits of

sapphire
Shining in the sun,
Humming birds a-glitter
Where the rillets run.

O, the Fall's a jewel,
Set in gleaming gold,
Brightest gem the casket
Of the year doth hold !
Ho ! the Autumn weather,
Time of golden mist,
Splendor, rare and gorgeous,
Rose and amethyst!
Praised be God in Heaven,
For the rainbow trees,
And the jewels swinging
In the balmy breeze !
For the purple vintage,
(Blue-bells full of wine) ;
For the perfect weather
And the skies divine.

Julian

Johnstone,

'<?/.
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is now over one hundred years since
Edmund Burke ceased to be a power
in English politics. During this
time he has been made the subject of
most varied criticism. One man goes so far
as to call him the most profound and comprehensive thinker that has yet existed in the
world, another goes to the opposite extreme
and even claims that Burke was out of his
mind when he composed his best works. He
has not even escaped the calumny of being a
concealed Jesuit. But of late, slowly but surely
has the world come to recognize in Burke an
extraordinary genius, and posterity is gradually vindicating his right to a niche in the
Temple of Fame. Not only as an orator is
this homage paid to Burke, but as a thinker,
as one of the masters of English prose style,
and, all in all, as u one of the greatest men and,
Bacon alone excepted, the greatest that ever
devoted himself to English politics."
Edmund Burke was born in Dublin about
1729. His father was an attorney and was
considered well-to-do. His mother was a Catholic, but Edmund was brought up in Protestantism, the religion of his father. At the age
of fifteen he entered Trinity College, Dublin,
and received the baccalaureate degree in 1748.
His college course was probably desultory and
somewhat after the fashion of Dr. Johnson's.
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He read a great deal and acquired a vast fund
of general information. He spent a few years
in the study of law, but finding it dry and irksome forsook it for the more congenial and remunerative field of literature and politics. In
1756 he published two philosophic works of
great merit. "A Vindication of Natural Society and u A Philosophic Inquiry into the
Origin of the Sublime and Beautiful." But it
was as a statesman and an orator at this time,
that Edmund Burke came into prominence.
We may say that the public life of Edmund
Burke began in 1765 when he entered Parliament from Wendover. He held his seat
throughout the critical and exciting period
that culminated in the American Revolution
and Independence, and, until his retirement in
1794, a period of almost thirty years, his extraordinary genius and political wisdom made
him one of the foremost men of the many able
men dominating that period.
From the moment that Burke entered politics until his retirement, the bed rock upon
which all his actions were based was the eternal
principle of Right against Might. We may
trace the underlying motive in the consistent
policy he maintained throughout his tenure
of office. He was always found on the opposition from the time when 011 his first admission
he combated the king's policy of concentrating all power in the royal person, and of making the ministers nominees of the court, until
he stood forth the glorious advocate of right
in the final culmination of his efforts, the impeachment of Warren Hastings.
"
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Nowhere is this principle better exemplified
than in his attitude toward the American colonies. The King and Parliament had resolved
to force the colonies into submission. The
reason advanced was this. The English law
was supreme in the colonies as well as in England, therefore England had a right to tax the
colonies. Consequent upon the general acceptation of this argument there was sent out
from England a coterie of taxes marshalled
under the leadership of the Stamp Act to take
by storm the liberty of the colonies. The
colonies stood not idly by to see their liberties
assailed. They resisted, and an army was sent
to bring them to reason. This suppression of
Constitutional rights by the military was to
Burke's mind a menace to all liberty. He
rose in arms against the policy, and poured
forth his eloquence in expostulation in two of
the grandest speeches ever known in English
The Speech on
Parliamentary experience.
and
The
Conciliation
American Taxation,"
with the Colonies." Stripping the question
of all its comparisons Burke saw that the
struggle was between Parliament and the colonies for Constitutional Rights, and he saw
that if Parliament prevailed the same policy
could be applied with equal force to England
herself, and would end in the final downfall of
all English liberty. The victory of the patriots settled the question once and for all, yet
who can say but that if the result had been
otherwise, the English people to-day would
look upon Burke as the saviour of the English
liberty wrung from King John by the barons
"

"
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under Stephen Eangton, in much the same
manner that we revere Lincoln as the saviour
of the liberty left to us as a sacred heritage by

Washington.
As an orator Burke won recognition amid
circumstances that were, to say the least, disheartening. In the first place he was an Irishman, and a man from the Emerald Isle in
those days of intolerance, were he Catholic or
not, had small chance to rise above the mass
of prejudice heaped upon him. But this
Burke succeeded in doing. Tall and dignified,
with a stern expression, he looked from behind
those famous glasses with an air of command.
His voice, though of great compass, was harsh,
his words came quick and fast, but not fast
enough for his thoughts ; his actions were
awkward and he spoke with a brogue. Nevertheless when he arose to deliver his first
speech on that 27th of January, 1766, his commanding eloquence excited universal admiration, and even evoked a compliment from the
great commoner himself. Burke's oratory
was of the transcendent kind, and is said to
have astounded by its brilliancy rather than
persuaded by its tone and argument. Unfortunately his power over his hearers did not
last. He was too deep for them and introduced too many exhaustive discussions. This,
combined with a lack of sympathy for his
hearers brought it to pass
that the orator
who at first evoked the enthusiasm of the
House by the brilliancy and power of his eloquence, did actually at last empty it by persistence in the monotonous splendois of his
\u25ba

"
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But the sobriquet of "Dinner
applied to Burke does not in any degree
mar our appreciation of his oratory, but rather
reflects upon the capacity of his hearers.
However this sentiment did not obtain among
all the members, and the stately appearance
of Burke with his bag of 'statistics under his
arm was a welcome sight to many in the
House. We read that the beginning of his
44
great speech on Conciliation," probably the
greatest of his transcendent genius, was spoken
to the empty benches, but the report that
Burke was on his feet was enough to return
the members from the coffee-houses and in an
incredibly short time fill the house to overflowing.
His style appears to some to be too decorated, even as the Chatham ministry he so
aptly describes, too ornate for the use to which
it was put. 44 Yet," says a recent biographer,
44
the natural ardor which impelled Burke to
clothe his judgments in glowing and exaggerated phrases is one secret of his power over
us." Matthew Arnold declares that Burke is
the greatest master of English prose that ever
lived, and characterizes his works as saturated
with ideas. Macaulay, after reading his works
for the second time, remarked, 44 How wonderful ! The greatest man since Milton !
44
What a pity," says a recent writer, 44 that
Boswell had not been born a twin and that the
brother had not attached himself as fondly
and faithfully to Burke, as our own Boswell
44
Bosto Johnson, for then we should have
well's Life of Burke even surpassing in popBell

"

"

"
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ularity Boswell's Life of Johnson." Apart
from the facetiousness of this remark we cannot but re-echo the sentiment expressed
therein, as paying tribute to a quality not so
often expatiated upon in the character of Edmund Burke. Johnson and Burke were two
of the greatest thinkers of their age. Boswell's Life derives all its fascination from
the philosophic commonplaces of the burly
doctor. But Burke was even a more apt
disciple of 11 Minerva." Johnson's indolent
nature moreover necessitated "intellectual
dentistry" to drag from him his opinions.
Burke's conversation was the spontaneous effusion of a mind surfeited with intellectual
sweetmeats, but as far as we are concerned we
can but deplore that
its sweetness was
wasted on the desert air." What an inesti.
mable boon then such a Boswellian journal
would have conferred upon future generations.
The opinions of Dr. Johnson, his great contemporary, can be well taken to bear out our
estimation of Burke as a thinker. It is pleasant to imagine the literary celebrities of that
age as they grouped themselves around the
table at the Mitre during the meetings of the
famous literary club. There is Johnson, Boswell, Burke, Garrick, Goldsmith, Gibbon and
Reynolds. We can consider the autonomous
doctor snapping his answers at everybody
with the air of Neptune pronouncing the
Quos ego," but Burke he treated with respect. In fact Burke was the only man he
seemed to admit on terms of equality. We
are inclined to think that mirabile dictu
"

"

"

"
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Johnson rather

feared Burke. Boswell tells us
that once when Johnson was ill and unable to
exercise his combative powers in conversation,
the name of Burke having been mentioned
Johnson said : "Heis a great man ! If I were
to see Burke now it would kill me." On another occasion Johnson said: "If a person
were to go by chance at the same time with
Burke under a shed to avoid a shower, he
would say this is an extraordinary man.'
Such was Burke in his public capacity.
The personal side of his character was fully as
exemplary. He was free alike from the habits of intoxication that marred the splendor of
Pitt and Sheridan and from the dissoluteness of Fox. At home he was a loving husband and a good father. His only son Richard was fairly idolized by him. Burke even
thought that his son possessed more talents
than himself. However of this we are not
competent to judge, for Richard died at an
early age, just as he was taking the seat in
Parliament left vacant by the retirement of
his father. The untimely demise of his son
was taken very much to heart by Burke and he
never appeared the same man after it. He
died at Beaconsfield, England, July 9, 1797, at
the age of sixty-eight, after a life of usefulness to his country and leaving a name that
was known and respected not only in England,
but all over Europe. Any appreciation of
Burke must of needs be incomplete without
the pithy epigram of his friend Goldsmith.
'

"

Here lies our good friend Edmund, whose genius was
such,
We hardly can praise him or blame him too much .?
"
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Who, born for the Universe, narrowed his mind,
And to party gave up what was meant for mankind ;
Though fraught with all learning, yet straining his throat
To persuade Tommy Townshend to lend him a vote ;
Who, too deep for his hearers, still went on refining,
And thought of convincing when they thought of dining ;
Though equal to all things, for all things unfit:
Too nice for a statesman, too proud for a wit,
For a patriot too cold, for a drudge disobedient,
And too fond of the right to pursue the expedient.
In short 'twas his fate, unemployed, or in place, sir,
To eat mutton cold, and cut blocks with a razor."

Edward /. Campbellos.
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\u25a0JjnIHE following remarks upon the abovementioned topic are reproduced from
a recent issue of The Republic. They
present a view of the subject which
may be new and agreeable to our readers.
The Catholic college in all parts of the
country has had to endure more destructive
and unreasonable criticism than almost any
other institution in the United States. The
Republic has only recently received a letter
from a Catholic journalist in Chicago who is
attempting to diffuse sweetness and light
through the aggressive Philistinism of that
miraculously progressive town. He writes:
"You should certainly know that the Catholic
college is impractical; it is the petite seminaire done over again for the Catholic layman?as a prudent mother works over the
clothing of her eldest son for the use of the
smaller members of the family."
Now, the only cause for this complaint?about as senseless as a chronic fault-finder has
ever made?is, that the best Catholic colleges
have been, and are, conservative, and have no
more intention of sacrificing hard-won wisdom
of the past than Massachusetts has of tearing
to tatters the traditions that ljave given her
primacy amid the cluster of American commonwealths.
The Catholic college cannot make mad exllillgl

'

'
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periments with youth. It is responsible to
God, and not to a changing age and to the
flickerings of a mad electivism for the souls
of youth; and souls cannot be experimented
with as easily as the heart of a rabbit or the
lungs of an ox. Our Chicago correspondent
has been misled by courses of fables in slang
and the dazzling transformation of prairies
into palaces into believing that whatever is of
yesterday is of the evil one. Unless Homer
can be made into a home and Horace be harnessed to a moving van he is evidently of the
opinion that classical education
doesn't
pay."
Our best Catholic colleges?Boston College
as an example?have not allowed themselves
to be carried away by what Bishop Spalding
called "the faddish mind." That they have
made just and reasonable concessions to modern demands is evident. If you are prepared to
question this assertion, you have only to read
the year-book of Boston College to see how
thoroughly modern its courses are?modern is the best interpretation.
The spirit of the little seminary is certainly not there, if that spirit represents aloofness from the practical problems of the day or
implies that its students are prepared to meet
the demands of the cloister only, and not of
the world.
The tendency to constant criticism belongs
to the uncultivated, to the second-rate mind.
The tendency to admire, even with awe and
with little gasps of ecstatic appreciation, institutions and things of all sorts with which
"

"

"

"
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one is not entirely familiar, belongs to the
same order of mind, when it has just touched

the Pierian spring. The Catholic college suffers mainly from the ill-informed and the
snobbish. The latter class sees wonders in
everything praised by those for whom it has
acquired a superstitious and totally senseless
reverence. An intelligent examination into
the educational condition of the United States
by any well-trained man will show the crying
need of the Catholic college, and convince him
that the principal real need is lack of intelliBoston College
gent interest and support.
by
says Father
lack
of
finances,"
hampered
is
Boston,
where culture
Gannon. And this in
and the eager desire for education are in the
air, and where the city directory sags with
names that?applying the rough and necessarily somewhat inaccurate test of apparent nationality?are seemingly Catholic !
Boston College stands deservedly high. Its
progress has been steady. It has more and
more assumed eminence in the eyes of the discriminating.
All reasonable modifications
made necessary by modern conditions have
been made in the ratio studiorum," and no
one can accuse its line of able presidents of
lagging behind the legitimate progress of the
age. The critics have long been clamoring
for fuller recognition of the sciences in our college courses. The demand has been met,
without, however, sacrificing the basis of classical study, which is now receiving increased
recognition from the more violent of the evangels of electivism. Where is the room for
"

"

complaint

?
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The best of our Catholic schools concede to
modern demands only what a lengthy experience permit them to concede. It is Aristotle
who says that we are bound to give ear both
to the demonstrated and the undemonstrated
sayings of the experienced, because from their
having the eye of experience, they behold the
principle of things." And the undue concessions made to the u American point of view
?which is not American at all, but only the
materialistic point of view of a materialistic
age?in the experimental colleges cannot be
made by those who behold the principle of
things.
Christian morality must be conserved ; without dogma it soon tapers into a vague, wan,
rose'watery sort of thing that can console
those who wish to be good, but can have no
effect on those who do not wish to be good.
We are not born in the fulness of light.
Faith, being a rational process, must be cultivated ; the method is educational. Since the
great educational influences outside the Church
take no note of these essentials, we Catholics
are forced to apply the best educational processes to their conservation. They are being
applied in the best of our colleges. And since
Herbert Spencer's little monograph on education gave force to what are called the new
scientific methods" in education, since evolution and u induction have become both principles and methods, what changes in education
have we seen ! What strange experiments attempted on the human mind ! 7 he Republic
does not wish to write itself down as narrow"

"

"

"
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minded or blind to tbe fortunate fecundity of
the great secular universities in bringing forth
men of light and leadership. That would be
futile and attempting to put the hands of the
clock back. But, in frankness, The Republic
must state its conviction, based upon observation, that all attempted education of the human mind, to-day, outside the Church, seems
to be mainly experimental ; because the principle that underlies it is that man must be
fitted for the changing conditions of this life
rather than for the changeless conditions that
underlie life.
To be abreast of the last fleck of foam that
the wave of progress has tossed upward?to
equip the Catholic young men who must face
modern standards of competence, to teach that
true conservatism is simply a method of progress?this is the function of the Catholic college, especially in a democracy. The results
achieved at Boston College?judging from the
impressiveness,both in numbers and personnel,
of its alumni ?are a demonstration that it has
not been content to become an isolated eddy
apart from the eager activities of Boston life.
It has placed itself in the centre of the current
which it directs and which in turn communicates to it the glow of its flexibility and ardor
of purpose. The reception to Father Gannon
?which The Republic uses as the peg on which
to hang this little discourse upon Catholic colleges?should mark the beginning of a new
era, an era of enkindled devotion to and quickened zeal in the advancement of Catholic edu-

cational projects.
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THE IDEAL.
O stay ! Why do you speed away
In ceaseless flight ?
My all I'd give to have thee stay
And fly no more.
E'en when a child I followed thee,
Nor knew thee quite ;
And now in toil, or dream I see
Thy form before.
Shall I behold thee face to face,
My toil requite;
Or will it outstrip me in the race
As heretofore ?

Patrick /. Lydon,
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THE LOST BARK.
two years I had struggled through
college
when I say struggled I
mean that by dint of saving, of hard
study, and by working outside class
hours and during the summer months I had
been able to pass thus far through college.
But now my prospects of returning were very
slim. For weeks I had been at this watering
place looking for work but had not as yet
secured any and the summer was beginning
to wane. My stock of wealth was rapidly
diminishing, in a few days I should be penniless ; thus, taken all together, I was in dire

straits.

I was sitting on the piazza of the hotel
where I was staying, turning over in my
mind my misfortunes, when my eyes fell upon
an old newspaper. Gazing abstractedly at it,
I was

attracted by the headline

:

"

#5OOO

re-

Drawn by the thought of gain I
ward."
perused!the rest of the article and learned that
to
the bark, "Sally Fitch," bound from C
arsenious
had
left
acid,
cargo
B
with a
of
port and started on her homeward voyage,
but since that time had not been heard of.
Disgusted with myself and everything else
in general, I threw away the paper and
started down the beach to escape the noise of
the crowds of summer visitors. With my
hands in my pockets I walked along, gazing
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out to sea, wondering if the waves even were
as sad as I. Presently I looked back and
found I had left the giddy throng of pleasure
seekers far behind me so absorbed was I in
my thoughts. I resumed my walk seeking a
favorable place to rest. In a short time I
came to a cove hidden by a clump of high
trees and bushes.
I crawled on my hands and knees through
a small opening in the shrubbery and as I did
so I beheld the hulk of a vessel.
She lay on

her side half buried in the sand. The rusted
anchor hung stiffly at the bow, the chinks in
her side gaped open, the bowsprit was broken
off, the rudder hung helpless, and the side was
covered with barnacles and half dried seagrass. I quickly made my way over the side.
The
Here everything was in confusion.
only
jagged
the
masts were broken off and
stumps remained. The deck was littered with
cordage, rigging, pieces of spars and old canvas, while the wheel swung lazily around. I
made my way to the cabin and by prying up
the boards by means of a piece of planking J
descended the steeply inclined stairs. Here
The bunk was
everything was in order.
slightly ruffled as if the captain had lain down
for a short rest and before he could do so had
hurriedly jumped up. The charred wood lay in
the grate of the stove, the blue china was
neatly arranged in its place, and the table
was covered with its colored oil-cloth. In
the corner on their hooks hung the rough
clothes of the captain and mate, while in another corner, arranged side by side, were a few
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pairs of rubber boots. From the ceiling hung
the cabin lamp, which was empty of oil, show,
ing it had burned as long as its fuel had lasted.
After I had carefully examined the interior of
the room, I started up the stairs but in so
doing my foot struck a flat object lying upon
the floor. As I stooped to pick it up I beheld
the following words written 011 the outside :
"Tog Book of Sally Fitch." At once I knew
this boat was the missing bark. In feverish
haste I crumbled over the pages and began to
read :
November 24. Weather
Teft C
Fair?Breeze ?Mild." Nothing eventful was
recorded until nine days later when the following was the entry : "Squall struck ?Heavy
seas running?Boats washed away?Bark helpless." Here the entry ended. My first impulse
was to seek the owners immediately, but on
second thought I decided to explore the vessel
farther, so seizing an ax I made my way to
the hold. With quick strokes I cut away the
hatch. Peering down a gruesome sight met
my gaze, for there stretched out upon the
floor lay the entire crew, their faces as natural
as if they had lain down to sleep. By the
odor which came through the aperture I
easily divined the truth. The crew had
sought refuge in the hold when the storm
came, and there, either by cold, hunger or
suffocation, had died. Some of the casks in
which the acid was contained, with which
she was loaded, had been broken open by the
pitching of the ship and had spilled their
contents over the floor of the hold. It had
submerged the bodies and thus preserved them
just as they had lain.
"
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Without stopping for further examination,
I leaped over the side and started on a run for
the hotel. In a few moments I was in communication with the owners. Suffice it is to
say that in a few days I was the proud
possessor of a bank book which credited me
with a sufficient sum of money to carry me
through college without work or worriment,
thus proving to me the truth of the old adage, "It is always darkest before dawn."
fohn W. Spencer, 'O5.
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gXSRag FTER the so-called Reformation had

started in England by the dis11111 l been
solute Henry VIII. there set in a

gj&lSl

period of lawlessness and immorality that equalled in its baseness that of the
last days of the Roman Empire. With the
guiding hand of Christ's Church rudely pushed
aside, men's souls were exposed, without protection, to all sorts of temptations, the prince
of evil had full sway, and, as is his custom,
took advantage of all his opportunities. Atheism and irreligion sprang up on all sides, and
the people who had desecrated the images of
Christ, His Blessed Mother, or the saints because they deemed them idolatrous, set up
shrines to their own base passions and worshipped there.
In the midst of all this moral turpitude, a
rebirth of letters and arts took place, a rebirth
surrounded and influenced by the worst kinds
of ideas and principles, yet a rebirth that contained the potentiality of future greatness.
pagan renaisThe leading lights of this
six
men : Robert
group
of
sance," were a
Greene, John Lyly, George Peele, Thomas
Lodge, Thomas Nash and Christopher Marlowe, who were called, partly in ridicule, the
University Wits. This band of Bohemians, as
we would call them to-day, laid the foundation
for that magnificent structure, which we call
"
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the English drama. Most of them possessed
very mediocre talents and did nothing of very
great importance in the literary line, but one
stands out from them in strong relief by reason
of his brilliant talents and admirable genius,
Christopher Marlowe.
Christopher Marlowe was born at Canterbury in 1564, the son of a shoemaker and one
of a numerous family. Through the patronage of some great man he was enabled to go to
Cambridge, whence he graduated in 1583. On
leaving Cambridge he drifted to Eondon and
disliking the idea of hard work, he sought the
easy life of the green room and the congenial
company of the low tap-room. Here, being
free of all college restrictions, his pent-up passions fought for mastery and won ; the next
few years of his life were given over to drunkenness and immorality of the worst kinds. An
accident forcing him to abandon his stage career he turned playwright. He openly
boasted of his atheism, in consequence of which
he was persecuted by the authorities and
forced to flee Eondon. He was at length
killed in a low tavern brawl and died cursing
God and blaspheming to the very end.
"Unhappy in thine end,
Marley, the Muse's darling for thy verse."

Marlowe was an ill-regulated, dissolute,
fiery-tempered and audacious spirit, but grand
and sombre, filled with genuine heart-moving
frenzy ; an atheist moreover and a rebel to all
established laws. From a life so passionate
and spent in such pursuits, what kind of poetry
could we expect ? From a soul so stained
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with sin what noble ideas could emanate ?
From a heart ever filled with hatred for God
what lofty sentiments could flow? Yet he is
called the first poet," he could be as clean
and as tender as Tennyson or as lewd as Byron
and as rough as Burns. In one passage he
would horrify and disgust by the wickedness
of the character, and in the next he would
charm by the beautiful flowing cadence of his
verse. He was the creator of blank verse as
an instrument of English poetry and with such
masterly skill did he use it, that rare Ben
Johnson was moved to call it :
"

"

"

"Marlowe's mighty line."

His first drama,
Tamburlaine the Great,"
has all the ear-marks of a novice's work. It
is filled with bombastic language and gory with
the blood of numerous victims; in almost
every scene a murder occurs and in this respect
the play resembles an abbatoir in action.
There is but one real character in this play,
that of Tamburlaine, and we find this fact to
be characteristic of Marlowe in all his plays.
He had not the power, as had Shakespeare, of
weaving many threads and not letting them
get all snarled together. His genius was limited
and had all it could do to attend to one thread.
In Edward II," there is only one character
of real prominence, and also in The Jew of
Dr. Faustus." The other
Malta" and in
dramatis personce are mere shadows, "simulacra modis pallentia rniris." To the last
Marlowe never succeeded in drawing a female
character. Again he was deficient in the
lower form of imagination. He had little in"

"

"
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ventiveness, lie had none of Shakespeare's inexhaustible fancy. Shakespeare was never at
a loss ; he could always sustain one's interest
by some clever turn, but Marlowe shows extreme poverty in this respect.
u Tamburlaine," as
has been said, was his
first attempt at play-writing and a crude production it is. There are two parts to the play
consisting of ten acts. Properly speaking, it
is not a drama at all but a series of more or
less impressive scenes. Tamburlaine intends
at the outset to conquer the world, but after
ten acts of trying he is unable to say before he
dies : I've done the deed."
He leaves so much undone that we might
expect a third and a fourth part. The extravagance of the language in Tamburlaine is balanced by extravagance of incident. With
Shakespeare we are moved to compassion if
the heroine but say Ah me ! whereas Marlowe must put a whole troop of maidens to the
sword to draw from us a sigh. Yet Tamburlaine does nothing but what we should expect
since in the prologue Marlowe tells
"

"

"

us:

We'll lead you to the stately tent of war,
Where you shall hear the Scythian Tamburlaine :
Threatening the world with high, astounding terms,
And scourging kingdoms with his conquering sword.
View but his picture in this tragic glass
And then applaud his fortune as you please.''
"

The Jew of Malta," we have undoubtedly the source of Shakespeare's u Shylock,"
but how much more hideous and loathsome a
specimen he is in Marlowe's play ! In The
Merchant of Venice," we pity the Jew, in
In

"

"
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The Jew of Malta," we despise him. In
Edward II" a number of critics assert that
Shakespeare found his inspiration for his
"Richard II." In "Edward II" Marlowe
shows unmistakably his power as a dramatist.
Charles Lamb says of the death scene of the
king :
the death scene of Marlowe's king
moves pity and terror beyond any scene, ancient or modern, with which I am acquainted."
Another play, the Tragical Historie of Dr.
Faustus," is also a source of inspiration, but
this time to a German playwright, Goethe's
Faust which undoubtedly borrowed liberDr. Faustus "is a work
ally from Marlowe.
never be forgotten.
once
can
read,
which,
Like Tamburlaine, Dr. Faustus is rather a
series of dramatic scenes than a complete
drama. Many of these scenes are worthless,
but, to give Marlowe credit, these scenes are
thought to be the work of other hands. Nothing before or since the time of Marlowe, not
even in Shakespeare, leaves such an impression in one's mind, as does that last despairing cry of Faustus :
"

u

"

"

"

"

"

Ugly Hell, gape not! come not, Lucifer !
I'll burn my books ! Ah, Mephistopheles!
"

"

It is the cry of a lost soul.

His life and character are summed up in the
following :
Marlowe was happy in his buskin'd Muse,
Alas, unhappy in his life and end !
Pity it is that wit so ill should dwell
Wit lent from heaven, but vices sent from hell.
Our theatre hath lost, Pluto hath got
A tragic penman for a driery plot.''
"

?

James L.

McGuinness

,

'O5.
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THE LOYAL SPIRIT.
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may seem strange that in a gathering such as this, one so young and
IroPifiil so unknown should be invited to
speak. To no merit of mine is this
honor due. Our first speaker was of the first
class that left the halls of Alma Mater ; it so
happens that I am the last of her sons to enter
the lists of life, the last to pledge himself to
defend and advance her fair name in the tumult of the world's activity. The incident
may assure our honored President that the
spirit of the classics is still strong within us,
that memory still cherishes the Trojan band,
that we remember equally well
Pater Anchises and Ascanius puer." Yet it is with
great diffidence that I arise to respond to this
toast to-night. With nothing behind me but
uneventful days and inexperience, and nothing
certain before me but the earnest hope of a
useful life, I should prefer to sit in silence and
listen to the words of those who are older, and
whose achievements and successes have already
distinguished them. But
College Spirit "is
a young man's topic and in this, honest zeal
and steadfast loyalty may compensate for unripened years and deficient experience.
The Alumni of the College have a special
duty to our Alma Mater, a special obligation
to defend her principles. Living at a time
when the established trend of education is dis"

"

"

"
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turbed and unsettled, we are called upon to
take our part in this struggle of recognized
merit against unsystematized theories, in this
clash between demonstrated truth and uncertain plausibility. College spirit demands that
we stand on the side of even, regular, progressive, scientific training, demands that we encourage and stimulate the best efforts of our
institution which supplies this teaching. We
are not free to adopt any other course. We
are forced by reason and the higher laws of
God and nature to ally ourselves with an education, which, by instilling fixed principles of
right and wrong, strengthens the morality of a
community and ensures the permanence of a
nation. Inaccurate thinking is the parent of
transgression and misunderstanding of the
powers of government can never produce good
citizenship. Illogical reasoning is an infectious distemper and health can be restored to
the commonwealth only by the recognition of
the divine sanction of superiors and of the
moral obligation of obedience in the governed.
To extend the influence and commend the
merit of the Alma Mater which faithfully
teaches these principles is the sphere of college
spirit.
This spirit of loyalty must include an interest in the college journal that the literary
power of the students may be cultivated, that
the standard of expression may be compared
with that of other colleges, that the College
may gain recognition in the educational world.
The approval of the graduates is an incentive
to the students and financial failure seldom
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stimulates literary excellence in college journalism.
This spirit of loyalty must encourage every
effort of the Fulton Debating Society. To
that source much power can be traced and
many of those present to-night can look over
the past and recall their first growth in forensic argument starting from the mental contests of that arena. That same training is
still accomplishing its work, the high standard
of debating is still maintained, and it is for us
to cheer and animate our successors, to make
the annual prize debate an event in the intellectual life of Boston.
This spirit of loyalty should extend itself to
the Dramatic Society. Many elements com-,
bine in the education of a man, and the intelligent presentation of an ennobling play cannot but leave a deep impress on minds advancing in development and maturity. One of the
greatest privileges of our race is the ability to
read the works of Shakespeare in their original language, and to stimulate this ability to
exercise itself on an adequately lofty subject
should be the aim of every friend of education.
The Dramatic Society affords this stimulus
and its educational power must not be underestimated.
Gentlemen, no virtue is more esteemed or
more beautiful than gratitude, and college
spirit is the expression of gratitude to the
mother of our intellectual life.
Rev. David G. Supple, 's><?, D. D.
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new under the
certainly
not to be found in
sun, it is
the initial bow of the new editor.
He generally tells first of the distinction of his predecessors in the exalted

EgafetfeijF there is anything
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position ; then of the name and fame of the
paper over whose destinies he is to preside ;
and lastly and very modestly, of course, of his
own utter inability to do justice to the memory of those gone before. While such sentiments are very beautiful, we consider them
trite and too well known to need more than
passing mention. The new editors of THE
STYLUS recognize the responsibility of their
position and will do their best to meet successfully the problems involved in the publication
of the College paper; if they succeed in doing
anything to raise its standard they will consider their time well spent.
It must be evident to all that we cannot
make a success of this paper without the financial and literary co-operation of the student
body. Every student should be a paid-up subscriber, for without funds any publication is
impossible. THE STYLUS is not endowed, is
never overburdened with gifts, and has no
visible means of support except its "ads" and
its paying subscribers. ,Thisis a matter the students are prone to forget, and we hope that
this personal appeal will serve to refresh their
memories. The business manager is always
ready to make change.
We desire this paper to be the representative of the whole College body, students and
alumni, and it rests with the students principally to bring this about. They can, at very
little expense of time,
possible for the
bright,
editors to fill thesepages with
readable
matter. There is plenty of literary talent here;
all that is needed is a change from the possible
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to the real. Those who have at heart the interest not merely of their College journal, but

of the College itself as well, should see that this
change is made without delay. We believe
that a word to the rightly thinking students
will be sufficient, and we leave the matter in
their hands, confident that they, like ourselves, are anxious to hold THE STYLUS in the
high position it has held in College journalism.

We announce the election to the Board of
Philip T. Kennedy, 'O4, as Society Editor ;
George T. Eberle, 'O5, as Class Editor ;
Andrew J. O'Brien, 'O6, as Assistant Business
Manager.
The futility of all efforts to make history
contradict the word of the Church in matters
of personal sanctity is well illustrated by the
recent novel, The Sins of a Saint." This
so-called historical novel deals with the
alleged wickedness of St. Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury. The character of this
famous English saint is vilified in a merciless
fashion in the book, the author painting Dunstan as a liar, thief and murderer, and as
causing a young priest to break his vows, all
to satiate his own inordinate ambition. The
peculiar part of the book is the method it
employs of proving statements by means of
referring to different histories of England.
These references, in the shape of foot-notes,
make a very formidable looking array, but
they do not prove what they claim to prove.
"
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We cannot go into details; but the Rev.
Lucian Johnston, acting for the International
Catholic Truth Society, has shown conclusively that some of the references are misquoted, some from untrustworthy, self-contradictory historians, like Milner and Stubbs,
while others are absolutely false and stamp
the writer of The Sins of a Saint not only
as a misinformed bigot but even as a literary
prevaricator. The reverend critic gives accurate references to prove all his statements and
shows conclusively that the great English historians, like Green and Eingard, thought
quite well of St. Dunstan.
The Sins of a
Saint" only shows to what extent of calumny
and mendacity rabid religious partisanship
can lead a man.
The usual attacks on the Catholic college
have been made, but they are hardly worth
noting, because theCatholic college has only to
point to her results, as embodied in the success
of her alumni, to give the lie emphatically to
such statements as those recently made by a
New England college president.
Outside of
the great names of the clergy, the Catholic
College has its representatives in the very
highest places, from [the [two distinguished
Associate Justices of the United States Supreme
Court down through every position of honor
and public responsibility in the nation.
"

"

"
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This year the College classes commenced
their labors one week after the Preparatory
School. The formal opening of both departments, however, was observed on Wednesday,
September 16, when all the students atThe
tended the Mass of the Holy Ghost.
sermon was delivered by the Rev. William F.
Gannon, S. J., who succeeds Rev. Father
Mullan, S. J., as rector of the College.
Wednesday, October 14, the student senjoyed the annual Rector's Holiday," a kindThe cenness which is always appreciated.
tenary of Catholicity in Boston was likewise
made the occasion for a relaxation of endeavors, at the timely request of the energetic
Seniors. The Seniors' committee alsosuggested
and requested the holiday which the Rev.
Rector so kindly granted on Wednesday, November 4.
Julius Caesar is the Shakespeare play to
by the students this year, and an
presented
be
altogether creditable performance is expected
under the efficient guidance and instruction of
Professor Joseph H. Willis.
Tuesday, October 20, marked the closing
of the Forty Hours Devotion with Solemn
High Mass at 10.30. The students attended
in a body and the St. Cecilia Choir assisted in
the rendition of music for the day.
"

"

"
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We are pleased to note that Mr. Charles
McLaughlin, musical director of the St.
Cecilia Choir, has been been appointed organist of St. Augustine's Church, South
Boston. Congratulations of THE STYLUS.
Father Gasson's Sunday night conferences
have been resumed in the church of the Immaculate Conception and much interest is
being shown by the large congregations. A
short organ recital is given before each conference by Mr. Whiting.
At the "reading of marks 1 for the Preparatory School, Rev. Father Rector spoke to the
students, exhorting them to give close attention and application to study, that they might
be well informed and capable of distinguishing
themselves in years to come.
An interesting lecture on "Miracle, Mystery
and Morality Plays," with a recital from
Everyman," was given at the college on
Friday afternoon, October 30, by Mr. Sydney
Woollett, the famous English dramatic reader
and critic.
An intercollegiate debate will probably be a
feature of this year's oratoric entertainment at
the College. The Fulton is working at arrangements for one.
A reception was tendered to Moseley's "English Educational Commission
on Tuesday
evening, October 27, by the Twentieth Century
Club, at the Somerset, at which Rev. Father
Rector and Rev. Father Rockwell, S. J., were
The following day Rev. Father
present.
Finley, S. J., of Dublin, a member of the commission, visited the senior class and gave an
'

"

"
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instructive and interesting talk 011 economic
conditions in Ireland and America.
Our professor of oratory, Mr. Walter B.
Tripp, O. M., read Cymbeline in a course
of Shakespearian Tragedies given this fall in
the new Jordan Hall in the New England
Conservatory of Music.
Rev. D. T. O'Sullivan, S. J., professor of
physics, gave his lecture on "A Pinch of Salt,"
before the Notre Dame Alumni of St. Mary's
Church, North End, Sunday afternoon, November i.
The austere Seniors had plenty of time to
vote, as they were granted an extra holiday
especially for this Tuesday, November 3.
Ret us hope that there were no repeaters.
Mr. J. Ignatius Coveney, '06, who wrote the
March, has scored another
Class of 1903
composition,
success in his new
The Boston
Americans March. Mr. Coveney's work is
eliciting much favorable comment.
"

"

"

"

"

"

THE FULTON DEBATING SOCIETY
REUNION.

The Committee of Arrangements wishes us
to state that they will be prepared to accommodate any of the past members at the reunion
who may have neglected to forward their acceptances at the date requested. It is to be
hoped that a large number will be present at
the Quincy House on December 28.
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SOCIETY NOTES.
The opening of the new school year witnessed
the reorganization of the several college
societies. In previous years it has been customary to revive this social feature of our college
life during the first and second weeks after the
opening of classes, but this year, owing to the
fact that college did not open until a week
later than usual, it was thought advisable not
to delay the first meetings of the societies
longer than necessary and so, beginning with
the Fulton Debating Society on the Friday
following the opening of college, the work of
the year was taken up almost immediately.

FULTON DEBATING SOCIETY.
On Friday, September 18, the members of
this society gathered in their hall for the
election of officers for the first term. In the
election the following officers were chosen :
Philip F. Kennedy, 'O4, President ; Edward J.
Campbell, 'O5, Vice-President ; Stephen J.
Murdoch, 'O4, Secretary ; Joseph A. Quinn,
'O4, Treasurer; William A. O'Brien, 'O5,
First Censor, and Frederick F. Muldoon, 'O4,
Second Censor.
Mr. M. J. Ahern, S. J., was again appointed
by the faculty to act as Moderator and at the
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end of tlie first meeting he announced the following committees :
Executive Committee,
Leo A. Dore, 'O4, Chairman ; W. T. Miller,
'O4, and William J. O'Brien, 'O5. Literary
Committee, Leonard J. Murphy, 'O4, Chairman ; John C. Madden, 'O4, and Daniel J.
O'Hern, 'O5. Member of Standing Committee
from the House, David H. Fulton, 'O4.
Many improvements have been made in the
society rooms through the exertions of the
Moderator, and the society takes great
pleasure in publicly acknowledging their
thanks to him through the pages of THE

STYLUS.

The second meeting of the year was devoted
entirely to the election of new members, some
twenty of whom were elected to fill out the
quota of fifty members.
At the third meeting the first debate of the
year was held. Judging from this and subsequent meetings the society is to have a very
successful year. Negotiations with Fordham
College, New York, for an inter-collegiate debate having failed, we have communicated
with Holy Cross College and shall be able to
report the result in THE STYLUS next issue.

MARQUETTE DEBATING SOCIETY.
Wednesday, September 23, the Marquette
Debating Society, to which Freshmen and
Sophomores alone are eligible, held its first
meeting for the election of officers. The results were as follows:?Joseph A. Murphy, 'O6,
President; J. Ignatius Coveney, 'O6, Leader of
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Minority ; J. Francis McMorrovv, 'O6, Treasurer ; Edward J. Hurley, 'O7, Secretary,
EugeneA. Reynolds, 'O7, Censor. Thevacancy
in the position of Moderator made by the departure of Mr. R. J. Walsh, S. J., for Woodstock,
Md., was filled by Mr. Devlin, S. J.
SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CON-

CEPTION.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are :
Philip F. Kennedy, 'O4, Prefect ; James A.
Crowley, 'O4, First Assistant ; William T.
Miller, 'O4, Second Assistant; Joseph P.
Slieanon, 'O4, Secretary; David H. Fulton,
'O4, Treasurer; Leonard A. Murphy, 'O4. Archivist ; Walter J. Lambert, 'O5, Instructor of
Postulants; George T. Eberle, 'O5; Sacristan ;
J. Francis McMorrow, 'O6, Assistant Sacristan.
The class consultors are :
Senior, Patrick J.
Lydonand Frank A. MacNeill ; Junior, Edward
J. Campbell and Richard F. Howard ; Sophomore, Joseph M. FJtzgibbons and Andrew J.
O'Brien; Freshman A., Francis Kelley
and Edward Hurley; Freshman 8., Henry
McGuinness and Eugene Crayne. Leonard S.
Whalen will again preside at the organ. Mr.
Joseph McGivney, S. J., has replaced Mr.
Walsh, S. J., as director.
The reception of new members into the
Sodalities was held in the upper church on
Thursday, December 10. Mass was celebrated
by Father Cowardin, S. J. The enrollment
was made by Rev. Father Rector, assisted by
Mr. McGivney, S. J., Moderator of the Senior
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Sodality, and Mr. Jessup, S. J., Moderator of
the Holy Angels Sodality. At the close of the
conferring of diplomas, Rev. Father Rector
delivered a short address to the students, in
the course of which he urged them to cultivate piety as well as intellect.

ST. CECILIA SOCIETY.
The St. Cecilia Society furnished the music
in the procession at the Forty Hours Devotion Sunday, October 18, also on the Tuesday following.
BAPST DEBATING SOCIETY.
The Bapst Debating Society, the leading
organization of the Preparatory School, met
on Friday, September 25, for the election of
officers for the first term. The following
officers were chosen :?Florence W. McCarthy,
'O4, President ; Patrick J. Mahoney, 'O6, VicePresident; F. Joseph Sullivan, 'O4, Secretary ;
James Coveney, 'O6, Treasurer ; Eugene Dorr,
'O6, First Censor, and Fred R. Maloney, 'O6,
Second Censor. Mr. Robert F. X. Reynolds,
S. J., Professor of Freshman Class, is Moderator.

The society is in a very flourishing condition and has on its rolls thirty-five good,
active and faithful members.

SOCIÉTIÉ

FRANCAISE.

The officers elected at the first meeting were:?
President, E.J. Campbell, 'O5 ; Vice-President,
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A. J. O'Brien, 'O6; Secretary, E. L. Renaud,
'O6 ; Treasurer, J. C. Gagnon, 'O7 ; Censor,
J. Francis McMorrow.
The society is prepared to start with renewed vigor for the ensuing year. Great
interest is being shown by the new members
who appreciate fully the benefits which the
society holds out to them. The voluntary debate in French arouses great enthusiasm.
The Moderator, Professor DeMoreira, deserves
great credit for the interest he is taking in
building up the society. On the second meeting of the society in place of the usual lecture
of the Moderator the society had the pleasure
of listening to Rev. Father Millet,instructor at
St. John's Seminary and the editor of L'Ame
Francaise. The question at the last meeting
was Resolu que le concordat du Napoleon
soit aboli." The affirmative side was upheld
by Mr. O'Brien and the negative by Mr. Reynolds. The decision went to the negative.
Mr. Eberle evoked great applause in the voluntary debate by his arraignment of the policy
of Napoleon towards the Church. Mr. McMorrow arose to say in answer that the
exigencies of the time demanded such a compromise as Napoleon instituted. The Literary
Committee composed of A. J. O'Brien, 'O6, J.
F. McMorrow, 'O6, and E. J. Hurley, 'O7, is
preparing a list of interesting questions for
future debates.
"
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We believe, that, in view of all that has
been heaped upon an unoffending public
during the last month in the manner of New
Year's resolutions and policy delineations by
new ex-men, we may be pardoned if we omit
the customary speech of acknowledgment,
which we had prepared for our debut, and rest
content with assuring our esteemed exchanges
that the past good points in the policy of THE
STYLUS will be continued, and the weak points
as far as possible eliminated.
We cannot refrain, however, from saying a
few words in favor of friendly criticism. We
have had in the past abundant opportunity to
test the truth of the saying,
Errando discimus," and as a result of our investigations
can assert our positive belief in the truth of
the ancient adage. It is evident that a knowledge of our defects is necessary before we can
correct them. Now as it is practically impossible for us to stand off, as it were, from ourselves and pick out our faults, and moreover
as few of us possess that Heaven-sent power
to see ourselves as others see us," we are dependent upon others for a knowledge of our
failings. Should we not then consider it an
inestimable favor for them to make known
these shortcomings that we may rise on step"

"

"
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ping-stones of our dead selves to higher
things?" Much then must be forgiven a
critic, because he has such a beneficent duty
to perform. In accepting then this greatness
that has been thrust upon us we must disclaim
Sir
any intention of setting ourselves up as
trying
opinion
but
of
to
a
fair
express
Oracle,"
in a case where individual preferences and personal likes and dislikes wield such a strong influence.
The first magazine that has the honor (if
honor it be) of passing under our editorial
scrutiny is The Redwood. Clear across the
continent it has come to us from far-off Santa
Clara, California. We begin by commending
the industry of our neighbors in the west.
The September and October issues had already
come to hand before our nearer neighbors had
published their initial numbers. The Redwood is of goodly proportions, is neatly and
tastefully arranged, and has a very attractive
cover design. We were prepossessed with the
appearance of The Redwood and an examination of the interior did not destroy our first
impressions. In the September number we
commend chiefly The Son of Squaw's Peak,"
a very interesting Indian tale. The author
proves himself master of his subject and handles his narrative in such an entertaining style
that our attention is held throughout. It is
the old story of the red man's sacrifice of his
life to save his white friend, but it is told in
such an interesting and novel manner, that we
lose sight of the well-worn topic in our interest
to follow the author to his conclusion. It is
"

,

"
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really

creditable.
Bob Arden's
Brother," while possessing a very interesting
plot and written in a very attractive style, is
a little weak in parts and too long drawn out,
and therefore does not hold our attention as
well as The Son of Squaw's Peak."
With its new cover design the Fordham
Monthly now ranks as the most attractive in
point of external appearance of the many attractive magazines making their regular pilgrimages to our editorial table. The present
number is pre-eminently a poetic number. It
is literally overflowing with poetry. The issue
contains two Eatin poems, one in Alcaics in
honor of Pius X., and the other in Sapphic
and Adonic, in honor of Archbishop Farley,
Fiat Pax in Virtute Tua." By far the most
notable article is the insertion of the translation of Pope Eeo XIII.'s last poem, "Ingemiscentis Animse Meditantis." We think it eminently fitting that we should reproduce it here
for the benefit of our readers.
very

"

"

"

Thy hour is near, O Eeo ! Thou to-day,
Must take forever thine appointed way.
What fate awaits thee ? Gifts so freely given
By God's great bounty bid thee hope for Heaven.
By those great keys, thy trust these many years?
O ! thought for meditation fraught with tears !

For he who holds first place among his own
Unhappy man ! ?more keenly must atone.

?

Here 'mid thy fears there comes a vision kind,
A kinder voice speaks comfort to thy mind.
Why does such fear oppress thee ? Looking back
On thy spent years should grief thy heart-strings rack
"

Lo ! Christ is here : ask humbly for His grace
Ah! trust him?all thy sins he will efface."

?
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The translation, made by a former editor of
the Fordham Monthly was originally printed
in the Catholic Standard and Times of Philadelphia, and drew forth the remark that it
"holds more closely to the original, despite
digressions introduced for the sake of rhyme,
than any other we have seen."
The Purple contains a very interesting and
instructive letter from the Philippines. The
writer, an alumnus, gathering his information
from direct contact with the people, is able to
give a very clear and graphic account of the
personal characteristics of the Filipinos. He
pays a glowing tribute to the kindness and
hospitality of the people, their devotion, family affection and their ambition to educate
their children. The harsh criticism passed by
American visitors is attributed to religious
Two
bias, race hatred and climatic effects.
years," says the writer, is not sufficient for
a thorough study of any subject, much less
when the human element is so important, but
within such time I found much to admire, and
little that could be called by harsher than annoying." More such articles in the columns
of the daily press and in our periodicals would
do much to dispel the illusion so prevalent
among the masses that the Filipinos were all
but cannibals.
The Quarterback's Soliloquy is well done, but still we prefer Shakespeare's version.
In Mt. St. Mary's Record The Feathered
Dilemma" together with
Suthin' to Do,"
give that magazine an enviable position among
the periodicals of the month in the line of
,

"

"

"

"

"

"
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short stories. In poesy Evening in the Convent Garden
is a beautiful little idyll expressing a charming sentiment. We thought
Essay on
to find something good in the
Hawthorne," and were not altogether disappointed. It has much to commend it, but
withal we are inclined to think the author exercised too fully the perogative of her sex in
setting up an idol to be worshipped. The
theory that Hawthorne renounced the tale of
Arcady in favor of his friend Longfellow is ingenious, but we have always considered it a
defect in Hawthorne's nature that the beauty
of such a touching tale failed to appeal to
him.
We acknowledge the receipt of The Guidon
for December and regret that lack of space
does not permit us to go at length into the
good things it contains.
Before going to press we had the pleasure
of reviewing in The Messenger" Moral Training Without Religion," by Rev. Father Guldner, S. J., of Boston College. It is a learned
and philosophic exposition of one of the greatest questions of the hour, and we recommend
a careful perusal of it by all who are interested
in the great school question.
The Georgetown College Journal can justly
claim recognition this month on account of its
clever fiction. In The Making of a Hero"
and u Portable's Profession" the Journal has
two stories that may easily rank as two of the
best of the month. In this issue also appears
a clever exposition of the affirmative side of
the recent Georgetown-Columbian Debate by
"

"

"

"
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Mr. Alexander I. Rorke, formerly a member

of THE STYLUS staff. We congratulate Georgetown on her victory, and cannot help thinking, that Mr. Rorke was responsible for a
great part of it. We are told in another part
of the Journal that he made the hit of the
evening. We have only to go as far as the
exordium to learn the reason why. Listen to
the introduction :
Fifty years ago our corporations were
called infant industries. But they have grown
large ; they have kicked out the tail-board of
their cradle, kicked their father, the state,
away from the head of the industrial table and
are reaching out for everything in sight, and
if their Uncle Sam rises to expostulate they
take a fall out of him in the woodshed of high
prices."
"
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RECEPTION TO OUR NEW PRESIDENT.
A banquet was held by the alumni at the
Parker House on Monday evening, October
19. The gathering was in the nature of a
reception to our new president, Rev. William
F. Gannon, S. J., and was attended by many
of the alumni. Among those present were
several who were classmates of Father Gannon
while he was a student at Boston College.
A reception was held immediately before
the banquet and all the graduates were given
the opportunity to meet Father Gannon. Assisting him in receiving were the officers of the
association.
The special guests of the evening were Rev.
W. F. Gannon, S. J., Rev. J. H. Rockwell, S. J.,
and Rev. W. M. McDonough, S. J. With them
were seated at the head table, Dr. W. J.
O'Reilly, 'BO, president of the alumni; Rev.
Dr. J. T. Creagh, '9l, and John A. Coulthurst,
'92, vice-presidents ; Dr. Eugene A. McCarthy,

'B4, treasurer ; James A. Desmond, '93, secretary; Rev. W. G. Mullin, '93, historian;
John D. Drum, '9O, and Rev. Dr. D. G. Supple,

'9B.

When full justice had been done to the
banquet the exercises of the evening were begun with a speech of welcome by Dr.
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O'Reilly. Mr. John A. Coulthurst was then
introduced as the toast-master of the evening
and that the choice was a happy one was
proved by the manner in which he conducted
the exercises. With a few well chosen words
he proceeded at once to introduce as the first
speaker Rev. John F. Cummins,' 72, of Roslindale.
Father Cummins' speech was devoted to reminiscences of the early days at Boston College. His stories of the old days when he was
starting in with the first class that attended the
College were entertainingly told and received
with great pleasure by the listeners. He then
dwelt upon the history of Boston College and
recounted the successes that have been attained in the past. He closed with with a defence of the standard maintained by the
College as compared with that of other institutions.
Mr. John D. Drum, '9O, spoke upon
"Athletics." Mr. Drum expressed the hope
that all the alumni and undergraduates would
interest themselves sincerely in athletics and
support them loyally.
Rev. Dr. D. G. Supple, '9B, then deliveredan
address upon College Spirit." His paper was
an excellent defence of Jesuit education and a
strong plea for more loyal support of the
various college enterprises conducted by the
students. It is printed in full elsewhere in
this issue.
Dr. Francis J. Barnes, 'B4, was then introduced as the next speaker. The enthusiastic
reception accorded to Dr. Barnes showed how
"
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fully the alumni appreciated his good work,
especially while his recent address at the centenary exercises was arousing the editors of
the East. Dr. Barnes responded with a defence of Boston College, placing it upon a par
with any college in the country in point of
honest work done.
Rev. Father Gannon then arose to address the
company. He thanked the alumni and expressed a wish that he might always rely upon
them for their earnest co-operation. He asked
the assistance of the alumni to place the financial affairs of the college in a prosperous condition. Therefore he requested the alumni to
interest young men in Boston College and thus
raise the attendance of students. Father Gannon's remarks were listened to with close attention and evoked hearty applause.
Remarks were also made by Rev. J. H.
Rockwell, S. J., Vice-President of the College,
and by Rev. W. M. McDonough, S. J., Prefect of Discipline. The evening was brought
to a close by a musical program and orchestral
selections conducted by Mr. Harry Rockett.
'BO. Death has invaded the class of 'BO
since our last issue and Rev. Thomas J.
Mahoney of Rockport, Mass., has been called
Father Mahoney's death came
to his reward.
after an illness of four days, a fact which
made it a painful surprise to his many friends.
The funeral services were held at the Sacred
Heart Church, East Cambridge, where Father
Mahoney had worshipped as a boy, and were
attended by several of his classmates and
May he rest in peace.
fellow alumni,
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Rev. M. J. Doody, D. D., is the new
chaplain of the Cambridge Catholic Union.
Dr. Doody mourns the death of his mother
who died on October 28. THE STYLUS wishes
to add its sympathy to that of his many
friends.
'B4. Rev. John J. Coan has been appointed
pastor of St. John's Church, Quincy, Mass.
Father Coan's successful record as treasurer of
St. John's Seminary augurs well for the
future of his new charge.
Dr. Francis J. Barnes was one of the
speakers at the recent celebration of the centennial of the Holy Cross Cathedral. Dr.
Barnes' address on Catholic Education" was
an effort worthy of the presistent zeal which
Dr. Barnes has manifested in the cause of
education.
Mr. James F. Alyward of Cambridge has
been re-elected representative from the second
Middlesex district. We trust his second year
at the State House will be as successful as his
first.
'B5. The members of Cambridge Council,
K. of C., were recently entertained with a
lecture by Rev. John J. Ryan on U A Nile City
and its Environments." We feel sure that
the fruits of Father Ryan's observations in the
valley of the Nile proved very acceptable to
the audience.
'B7. Rev. Joseph G. Anderson has been relieved of his duties as chaplain of the State
Prison. Father Anderson read an interesting
paper on the work of the charity bureau at
the last convention of the Suffolk county
"
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branch of the American Federation of Catholic
Societies. THE STYLUS wishes Father Anderson all success in his charitable efforts for the
welfare of Catholic orphans.
Rev. Maurice P. Foley, S. T. D., has been
transferred from Fernandina, Fla., to St.
Augustine, Fla.
'B9. Rev. John J. Driscoll of Charlestown
has been granted a leave of absence and has
gone on a trip to the West. We hope that
Father Driscoll will return with his health
materially benefited by his journey.
'9l. Dr. John J. Cadigan has received a
permanent appointment as instructor in the
English High School, Boston.
'92. Mr. John A. Coulthurst has been reelected as representative from ward 23, Boston.
Mr. Coulthurst's majority shows how the
people of Roslindale appreciate the good work
he did for them during the last term.
'93. Rev. Augustine D. Malley has entered upon his duties at St. Mary's Church,
Father Malley also succeeds
Charlestown.
Father Anderson as chaplain of the Massachusetts State Prison.
THE STYLUS extends its congratulations to
Mr. James A. Desmond, who was married in
October.
'96. Mr. David D. Eeahy has been elected
senator from the fifth Suffolk district. To
him and to the rest of our Boston College
legislators THE STYLUS extends its hearty

congratulations.

Arthur W. Dolan, president of
council, was married to
common
the Boston

'97. Mr.
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Miss Christine M. Barr of Charlestown, on
September 29. We are given to understand
that the wedding was one of the events of the
social season in Charlestown. The bride and
groom were handsomely remembered by their
many friends. THE STYLUS regrets that it
can offer nothing but its congratulations.
'9B. Rev. James T. Landrigan has been
appointed to the Industrial School of the
Working Boys' Home at Newton Highlands.
'O2. Mr. Leo F. O'Neil has entered
Columbia University to continue his course in
mechanical engineering begun at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. James F. Connolly has been appointed
instructor in the government schools in Porto
Rico.
'O3. The occupations of the class may be
seen from the following list : Carey, Daniel
C., Paulist House of Studies, Washington, D.
C.; Connolly, Martin J., Business; Coveney,
Philip P., Boston University Law School;
Cronin, James F., St. John's Seminary;
Crowley, Thomas F., Teaching, North
Adams, Mass.; Cunningham, Charles N., St.
John's Seminary; Devaney, Patrick A., Harvard Medical School ; Driscoll, Mark C.,
American College, Rome ; Duffy, Joseph M.,
Business; Fitzpatrick, Francis J., Harvard
Law School; Good, William J., Boston
University Law School; Griffin, Joseph W.,
Principal, United States High School, San
Juan, P. R.; Kelley, Thomas E., Business;
Kendregan, James H., Teaching, Portland,
Me.p Lucey, Daniel J., Business; Powers,
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John
John

H., American College, Rome; Riley,
C., St. John's Seminary ; Sullivan, John
H., Teaching in Porto Rico ; Sullivan, Patrick
J., St. John's Seminary ; Supple, Edward A.,
Harvard Medical School ; Tighe, Michael A.,
Teaching, Rowell, Mass., Ward, Frederick
A., Business.
At the commencement exercises held recently at the American College in Rome two
Boston College alumni carried off distinguished
honors. Mr. James H. Supple, 1900, won the
medal for dogmatic theology. Mr. Edw ard
F. Ryan, 1901, won a first medal in loci theologici, and failed of medals in canon law and
in sacred archaeology because somebody else
was more fortunate in drawing for them. The
award of prizes was made by Cardinal Gotti,
Prefect of the Propaganda.
The following alumni received orders at St.
John's Seminary on Wednesday, December 14,
Bishop Brady officiating: Sub-deacons, Frederick J. Allchin, Edward A. Costello, John
J. O'Brien, Joseph P. Coleman, all of 1900 ;
Minor Orders, Joseph Lynch Early, William
T. Curry, Dennis J. Lynch, Walter J. Roche,
all of 1902 ; Tonsure, George A. Gately,
James E. McCarthy, Timothy J. O'Connor,
all of 1901.
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THE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT
?offers to Graduate Students higher elective courses in Philosophy,
History of Philosophy, Political Economy, General Literature and
Philology, English Literature. German Literature, French Literature,
Constitutional History, Elementary Law, Theory of Music, Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Mechanical Drawing and Descriptive
Geometry.
THE ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY. The staff of the Observatory are
chiefly engaged in original observation and research, but special
students will be taken if qualified.
THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

?possesses a numerous faculty of exceptional eminence, a building
recently enlarged and supplied with every convenience for laboratory
work in Anatomy, Chemistry, Physiology, Bacteriology, etc. The
Georgetown University Hospital in now in full operation.
G L - MAGRUDER, M. D.
THE LAW DEPARTMENT
has a faculty composed of jurists of national reputation. It
-

utilizes to the full the advantages which make the national capital
the greatest centre of legal learning in the United States.
S. M. YEATMAN.
Further information and catalogues may be obtained by addressing THE
SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY, Georgetown College, Washington, D. C.°
.

CLERICAL
DEPARTMENTS
We produce garments to accord with
ecclesiastical requirements, from materials especially adapted to churchmen's uses.
Samples of Drap d'Ete, Broadcloths,
Twills, Serges, etc., together with rules
for self measurements, will be sent
promptly upon request.
Single Breasted Frock Suits, $32
Double Breasted
Frock Suits, $2O to $35
Cassocks
$l5 to $25
-

-

A. SHUMAN & CO.

Pare Silk Opera Hats, $5.00
SPECIAL PRICE
The BEACONSFIELD $3 Derby
Will equal in wear any higher priced hat made

XMAS PRESENTS

LADIES' UMBRELLAS $2.00 to $lO.OO, at lower
prices than department stores
LADIES' GLOVES, $1.50 and $2.00, the]mannish
kind
MEN'S NECKWEAR, 50c, 75c and $l.OO, which
we consider the best ever shown

0

SHUMAN CORNER

Washington and Summer Sts.
BOSTON
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WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
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